In two previous papers [1] , [2] , the following three Weierstrass' elliptic functions at half periods were evaluated to 16D for the cases of rectangular and rhombic primitive period-parallelograms with double periods 2a>i = 1 and 2<oj = ai and | + ci, respectively:
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In two previous papers [1] , [2] , the following three Weierstrass' elliptic functions at half periods were evaluated to 16D for the cases of rectangular and rhombic primitive period-parallelograms with double periods 2a>i = 1 and 2<oj = ai and | + ci, respectively:
(1) ei = fpfo), e2 = g>(co2), ez = g?(«3), where w3 is defined by (2) Wi + «2 + "a = 0.
In addition, two related coefficients <r« and <rt were also evaluated to 16D. The coefficient a2, for s è 2 is defined by the double series where the accent on the summation sign denotes the omission of simultaneous zeros of m and n. The coefficient <r2, in these two cases has been further evaluated up to 2s = 50, also to 16D. The values up to 2s = 20 were tabulated in a recent paper [3] . In this paper, the evaluation is extended to the case in which the double periods are 2wi = 1 and 2u2 = e'". It is not difficult to show that (4) ci.il, e<a) = (1 + e*a)-2V2.(l, } + ci) (s è 2) and similarly, It is thus seen that, apart from a complex multiplier, <r2, and er can be evaluated by using the same method as in the case of rhombic primitive period-parallelogram. Furthermore, it can be shown that when a and ß are supplementary angles, weierstrass' elliptic functions 16307  32829  66877  62567  23027  44542  64279  97223  15146  18196  40159  01094  58742  09335  08075  44438  26184  35371  08776  74194  90646  68534  23658  67739  69205  38415  05055  64653  77552  08075  94823  45290  49638  09685  80067  19204  48216  16321  71565  35925  84072  25148  87100  03137  00000   59424  15603  28211  11927  61343  22584  74594  84208  75043  17709  70310  78454  84155  35844  68877  40908  84140  75253  75822  54622  93801  16295  23752  04216  09558  79296  05150  46332  71423  68877  50517  41050  14582  12740  42114  71173  20410  93078  35051  94209  21009  29192  24682  90569  00000   68727  55075  06340  91012  06721  92968  02382  74823  09897  53099  13472  23358  54554  71634  29352  65069  86530  40257  80257  27876  53625  82524  83393  05416  61635  21689  58230  01236  93738  29352  91103  35532  90482  25478  50216  53820  03715  78031  39855  95870  55587  87014  53294  50695  00000   815  651  675  805  086  3971  5661  0566  9464  4418  3221  6235  6168  5715  7446  6224  8856  0291  9326  1664  8412  0013  9587  3321  6261  9011  4640  0838  1785  7446  0496  6733  6797  7157  0618  7210  9473  1030  6175  5308  6331  3482  6028 Values of the two coefficients <t4 and at and the three functions e, are computed for a = 10° (10°) 170°. The results rounded off to 16D are shown in Tables 1 and   2 . In these tables, (n) at the end of the number represents the factor 10". It should also be pointed out that whenever the sign is ambiguous, the upper one corresponds to the upper value of a and the lower with the lower value of a. The computation was carried out, with adequate guard figures, on an IBM 1620 electronic computer, using a FORTRAN II program. Checking was performed by the method described in one of the previous papers [2] . It appears that when two values of a are supplementary angles, the respective corresponding values of 0-4,0-6, and er are conjugate complex numbers. For the convenience of the reader, there is included in Table 3 a compilation of 25D values of the tangent and cotangent for arguments 1°(1°)89°. These data, which are required in computing the values of c, are here tabulated with the same range and precision as for the values of sine and cosine given by G. W. and R. M. Spenceley [4] . The only comparable table of decimal approximations to the tangent appears to be the relatively inaccessible 30D 
